Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension w, X a complexification of M, Ji a coherent module over the sheaf of rings & x of microdifferential operators. We prove the vanishing of the group (fW| x (e/^, ^M), where ^M denotes the sheaf of Sato's microfunctions. The proof makes use of the duality of perverse sheaves. §1. Perverse Sheaves Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n, and let k be a commutative 
§1. Perverse Sheaves
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n, and let k be a commutative field. We denote by D b (X) the derived category of the category of bounded complexes of sheaves of k-vector spaces on X, and by D b c _ c (X) the full subcategory consisting of objects with C-constructible cohomology. In other words, F is an object of D b c _ c (X] iff there exists a complex analytic stratification X = U X x such that for any jeZ and any a, the sheaf H j (F\ Xx is locally constant of finite rank. To FeOb(D b (X)) one associates: 
where * denotes the duality functor Hom (-, k) . It is then enough to apply the result of (a) to the perverse object DF [-2n ]. §2. Application to ^-Modules Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension «, X a complexification of M. One denotes by £ x the sheaf on T*X of (finite order) microdifferential operators (cf. [S-K-K], or cf. [S] for an introduction to the theory of ff xmodules). One denotes by ^M the sheaf on TjfaX of Sato's microfunctions (cf. [S-K-K] ). Recall that the restriction of the sheaf g x to the zero-section of T*X identified to X is nothing but the sheaf @ x of differential operators on X, and the restriction of the sheaf % M to the zero-section of 7$ X identified to M is nothing but the sheaf $ M of Sato's hyperfunctions. Also recall the definition of the sheaf of microfunctions :
where /% is the functor of Sato's microlocalization (cf. [K-S1] or [K-S2]) for a detailed construction of this functor).
Theorem 2. Let Jt be a coherent $ x -module. Then:
In particular, if Jt is a coherent @ x -module, then :
Of course the vanishing of these groups for 7 > n is obvious, since ^ locally admits a free resolution of length n.
Proof, (a) Suppose first that Jt = ^®^x^' wnere ^ is a holonomiĉ -module. (We write Jf or ^x instead of n' 1 Jf or n~l@ x in the formulas if there is no risk of confusion. Here, n denotes as usual the projection T*X -+X). Set: (J(, (9 X ) .
Then:
By a theorem of Kashiwara [Kl] , one knows that F is perverse (over the field C). Applying Proposition l(b), we get that H j (fjL M (F) [n]) = 0 for 7 > n. (b) Assume now that Jt is a holonomic ^-module, and let peTjfrX.
If p belongs to the zero-section, M is a ^-module and this is the previous situation. Otherwise we shall use three results of Kashiwara-Kawai ([K-K] ). First, there exists a real contact transformation which put char(^), the characteristic variety of Jt, in a generic position. Second, we may assume Jt is regular holonomic, and finally Jt is generated by a holonomic Q) xmodule. Hence, the theorem is proved in the holonomic case. (c) To treat the general case, we denote by * the functor Jf -*$&t" ex (J/' , $ x ) . It is proved by Kashiwara in [K2] that if Jt is coherent, then Jt* is holonomic, *** ^ ^* anc j ^** j s a submodule of Jt. Define the coherent <f x -module Jf by the exact sequence:
Since Jf* = 0, Jf locally admits a projective resolution of length n -1. Therefore <fa^J x (jf , # M ) = 0 and S^f x (Jl, % M ) ^ £&Ji x (J(**, % M ) = 0 for 7 > n. This completes the proof. 
